About the Contributors

**Lipika K. Guliani** is an academic with a passion for teaching and research. She serves as an Assistant Professor at UIHTM (University Institute of Hotel and Tourism Management), Punjab University. She has served the Industry as a banker with reputed banks. She is an author of two titles on entrepreneurship, besides more than a dozen papers both at national and international levels to her credit. She has organised many a workshops, conferences and seminar with government and private partnership. Academically besides pursuing her PhD she holds three post graduate degrees in Commerce, Software Engineering and Finance, and for all the three disciplines she is providing her expertise to many private and government institutes including distance education programmes. Her areas of research interest are entrepreneurship, CSR, environment, education and interdisciplinary aspects of tourism.

**Syed Ahmad Rizwan**, an MPhil and PhD in Tourism Management, working as a Tourism Consultant cum Trainer; His Doctorate is on “Islamic Culture as a Tourism Product: A Case Study of Lucknow” from University of Lucknow, India”. He is a mix of industry and academics, in India and the Middle East. His industry exposure is in tour operations, airlines, cargo and GDS. While as an academic and consultant, Dr Rizwan provides his expertise to many national and international organizations. He has designed and conceptualised many a heritage walks for Lucknow. He has published many research papers, book reviews, conference reports and contributed chapters for IGNOU’s tourism study programmes and has co-authored a book on “Conducting Travel and Tourism Business”. He is actively into training of guides, tourism volunteers, virsa saathi, heritage walk leaders, bus conductors, car managers and tourist assistants. His research interests include cultural studies, heritage, tourism impacts, volunteer tourism, event management and tour operations.

* * *

**Rosa María Vaca Acosta** is a PhD “Competitiveness, Innovation and Development” and a Lecturer at the University of Huelva (Spain), Faculty of Economics and Business, Department of Analysis and Business Management, Business Organization area. She is also part of GEIDETUR (University of Huelva) research groups and associate researcher at the Centre of CICS research at the University of Minho. She has been the author or co-author of several articles published in indexed journals. She has participated in over 50 communications in national and international conferences and is a member of the scientific committee. Her main research topics are: Corporate Social Responsibility, quality, tourism, the hotel industry and human resources.
Yaiza Armas-Cruz has a PhD in Economics and Business Management. Her main research topic is corporate environmental strategies and management, and its implications on firm’s performance.

Manpreet Arora is presently Assistant Prof. in Management in the Department of Accounting and Finance at Central University of Himachal Pradesh, Dharamshala. She is Doctorate in International Trade from H.P University Shimla and has keen interest in finance and related disciplines. She has fourteen years of teaching experience to graduate as well as post graduate classes. She was throughout topper in school and college. She is a Distinction holder in M.com in GNDU from DAV College Jalandhar. She completed her M.phil from H.P University Shimla. She is a Gold Medallist in H.P University in B.com. She received honour from Himotkarsh in 2000 for academic excellence. She has also qualified UGC NET. She was H.P Board topper in class twelfth. She has presented various papers in National and International Conferences and has presented papers in more than 30 conferences. She has published around 20 papers in various national and international journals including a publication in Indian Journal of Finance. She has co-chaired sessions of national as well as international seminars/conferences. She has also conducted workshops and acted as resource person in colleges/ universities. Her areas of interests are Accounting, Finance, International Trade, Entrepreneurship, Micro finance, Communication as well as Organisation Behaviour. Not only in academics but in cultural activities also she is active. She has organised many Inter college and State level functions. She was an active speaker in declamation contests at the college level. She is creative by nature and love to do anything new, creative and adventurous.

Mukesh Chauhan is M.Com. (Accounting), M.Com. (Business Administration), M.Sc (TQM), FCMA, Ph.D (Accounting). He has teaching experience (both UG and PF) of more than 10 years and administrative experience of 12 years. His area of specialization is Finance, Cost & Management Accounting & Research Methodology. He is currently working as an Assistant Professor in the Post Graduate Department of Commerce, Post Graduate Govt. College Sector-46, Chandigarh. He has co-authored three books, completed a Major Research Project funded by UGC, New Delhi. More than seventeen research papers published in referred journals & more than sixty research papers have presented in national and international seminars/conferences.

Terry DeLacy. PhD (UQ), BSc(Hons) (UQ), Dip Ed (Adel) Professorial Fellow, College of Business. Terry’s research area is in environmental policy specialising in sustainable tourism, most recently focusing on climate change and destinations in the emerging green economy. He is currently leading projects in Bali, Indonesia and Chengde, China on developing green growth 2050 roadmaps and in the Pacific on developing vulnerability/resilience frameworks for the tourism sector to adapt to hazards and risks including to those from climate change. He has authored seven books, over 100 journal articles, 30 keynote addresses, been granted (as co-inventor) 2 provisional patents, received 9 Australian Research Council grants, attracted approximately $12 million in personal research & supervised 28 PhD students. Together with colleagues he has recently authored 2 books: Green Growth and Travelism: Letters from Leaders and; Green Growth and Tourism: Going There, Being There and Living There. Terry has extensive, research, policy, project and educational experience in Asia-Pacific, in particular in China. He was appointed by the Queensland Government to the Queensland China Council and by the Australian Government to the Joint Indian Australian Tourism Working Party. He is also a joint founder of the Oceania Sustainable Tourism Alliance.
Mobin Fatma has received her MBA in Marketing. She is currently pursuing PhD in Business Administration at the Indian Institute of technology Roorkee. Her area of interest are marketing, consumer behaviour and corporate social responsibility (CSR). She has published paper in International Journals like Social Responsibility Journal, International Strategic Management Review, Management Research Review, International Journal of Bank marketing.

Olga González-Morales has a PhD in Economics. Assistant Professor of the Department of Applied Economics and Quantitative Methods of the University of La Laguna. Coordinator of the Research Group PpyDER: Public Policy and Regional Development. Research line Innovative Entrepreneurship with two sub-lines: 1) Innovative entrepreneurship, training and public policies to promote entrepreneurship 2) Entrepreneurship and educational system: policy and practice.

Anu Jhamb is presently working as Assistant Professor in Department of Management, University institute of Engineering & Technology, (UIET), Panjab University, Chandigarh. She has around 16 years of Professional and Teaching experience. She is pursuing her Ph.D in the field of HR as well as possess MBA, LL.M, PGDPM, & LW. She has presented more than 30 Research papers and Articles in International and National Conference and Seminars. She has also participated in more than 12 International & National Workshops and STC’s and also published 16 Research papers and Articles in National and International Journals and Books. She is also resource person for various workshops and STCs.

Rajesh Kumar Jhamb is working as a Senior faculty in Management/Commerce at Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Sector 10-D, Chandigarh. He has around 26 years of Teaching & Administrative experience. He is Ph.D in the field of Banking as well as Post Graduation (MBA, MFC, M.Com and M.Lib 7 Inf. Sc.) in various streams. He is also a visiting Faculty at PEC University of Technology, Chandigarh, IMT Ghaziabad(Chandigarh Chapter), NITTR, Chandigarh, MNIT, Jaipur, IEC, University, Baddi(H.P.). He is winner of “HUMAN RIGHTS MILLENNIUM AWARD” in 2002 awarded by “International Association for Educators for World Peace’ and ‘Indian Institute of Human Rights, New Delhi’. He has presented more than 55 Research papers and Articles in International and National Conference and Seminars, besides this also participated in more than 48 International and National Workshops and STC’s. He has also authored Book on the subject “Statistics” as well as published 20 Research papers in National and International Journals and Books. He is also resource person for various Training Programme and workshops.

Min Jiang is a Senior Research Fellow at College of Business, Victoria University and an Honorary Research Associate at the University of Sydney, Australia. As an environmental lawyer by training. Min has published internationally in academic journals and books in the areas of tourism vulnerability, resilience, adaptation to climate change, the green economy, and water governance. She has led and coordinated a number of research and industry consultancy projects on climate change adaptation, sustainable tourism and the green economy in Australia, China, and the South Pacific. Min is the sole author of the commissioned book Towards Tradable Water Rights: Water Law and Policy Reform in China (Springer).

Kijpokin Kasemsap received his BEng degree in Mechanical Engineering from King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, his MBA degree from Ramkhamhaeng University, and his DBA degree in Human Resource Management from Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University. He is a Special Lecturer at Faculty of Management Sciences, Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University based in Bangkok, Thailand.
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He is a Member of International Association of Engineers (IAENG), International Association of Engineers and Scientists (IAEST), International Economics Development and Research Center (IEDRC), International Association of Computer Science and Information Technology (IACSIT), International Foundation for Research and Development (IFRD), and International Innovative Scientific and Research Organization (IISRO). He also serves on the International Advisory Committee (IAC) for International Association of Academicians and Researchers (INAAR). He has numerous original research articles in top international journals, conference proceedings, and book chapters on business management, human resource management, and knowledge management published internationally.

Inderjot Kaur, M.Com. M.Phil. UGC-NET, is working as Assistant Professor in the Department of Commerce, Govt. P.G College Sector 1 Panchkula (Haryana, India) (Affiliated to Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra). She has more than ten years of teaching experience. She has presented seven research papers in the national and international seminars/conferences. She has four research papers published in journals/edited books.

Prabhjot Kaur, M.Com. B.Ed. UGC-NET, working as a Faculty in the Department of Commerce, Govt. College Derabassi (Affiliated to Punjabi University, Patiala) Punjab, She has more than five years of teaching experience. She has presented three research papers in the national and international seminars/conferences. She has credit of eight research papers published in journals/edited books.

Savneet Kaur is an Assistant Professor in Commerce in Guru Gobind Singh College for Women in Chandigarh. She was born and brought up in Chandigarh and has completed her education from the city beautiful itself. She did her B.Com from prestigious Post Graduate Government College for Girls and then pursued her M.Com (e-commerce) with specialization in Banking and Finance from University Business School, Panjab University, Chandigarh. She cleared her UGC-NET in commerce while pursuing her master’s degree. Later on she went on to do an MBA in Human Resource Management. Currently she’s pursuing her Doctorate in Marketing from Chandigarh University. She has to her credit around 12 research papers which are published in national and international journals. Besides, she has presented a few papers in national and international conferences held in and around Chandigarh.

Vikrant Kaushal, UGC NET (JRF), is a research scholar at Central University of Himachal Pradesh and has research interests in destination branding, tourism education, and travel and societal aspects.

P. Premkanna holds M.Phil in Tourism Management from Madurai Kamaraj University, India and pursuing PhD (Thesis submitted) in Tourism Management. He has 17 years of academic experience and currently working as Associate Professor and Head in the Department of Catering Science and Hotel Management at Hindusthan College of Arts and Science, Coimbatore, India. He is the Author of “A Dictionary of Travel & Tourism” a 484 pages book focusing on students in Hospitality, Tourism & Travel Management. He is also an entrepreneur and founder of BEST HOSPITALITY SERVICE has decade of experience in the catering and hotel management consultancy and successfully completed 80 projects. He has more than 15 research publication to his credit in journals, national and international conferences. He is a convener and member in number of academic bodies and professional societies such as ITHC, IFCA & BNI. He is an extensive traveler covered countries like China, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Bhutan & Nepal etc.
**Putu Indah Rahmawati.** MBus (VU), S.St.Par (STP Bali) Putu Indah Rahmawati is a lecturer in Hotel Department in Faculty of Economic and Business, Universitas Pendidikan Ganesha (Undiksha), Bali, Indonesia. She is undertaking PhD program in College of Business, Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia. Focusing on tourism sector in Bali, Putu Indah’s PhD is developing a framework to harmonise Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and mitigation and adaptation strategies to build community adaptive capacity to climate change. She has been coordinating and undertaking a number of research projects funded by government of Republic Indonesia at national and regional level. She has also published several articles in accredited journal at national level in Indonesia.

**María Dolores Sánchez-Fernández** is a PhD “Competitiveness, Innovation and Development” and a Lecturer at the University of A Coruña (Spain), Faculty of Economics and Business, Department of Analysis and Business Management, Business Organization area. She is also part of the GREFIN (University of A Coruña) and GEIDETUR (University of Huelva) research groups and associate researcher at the Centre of CICS research at the University of Minho. Member of the Development of Business and Social Responsibility Association (ADRES). She has been the author or co-author of several articles published in indexed journals. She has participated in over 70 communications in national and international conferences and is a member of the scientific committee. She reviews international scientific magazines in Spain, United States and Brazil. Her main research topics are: Corporate Social Responsibility, quality, tourism, the hotel industry and human resources.

**María Ángeles Sanfiel-Fumero** obtained her PhD degree at La Laguna University in 2003. Since 1997, she has worked as an Assistant Professor in the Business Administration Department in La Laguna University (Canary Islands, Spain). She was a Visiting Researcher at the Institute of Economics, Geography and Demography of Spanish National Research Council (Madrid) in 2004 and at Faculty of Industrial Engineering of Concepción University (Chile) in 2007. Her research focuses on relationships in the supply chain and strategic cooperation and her research results have been presented in international and national congresses. They have also been published in books and in articles in refereed journals.

**Agustín Santana-Talavera.** PhD in Social Anthropology, Professor of the University of La Laguna (Tenerife) and Director of Institute of Social and Political Sciences. His research is framed in the Anthropology of Tourism (governance, product; impact), which is shown several books and articles. He is the founder and Editor-in-Chief of PASOS. Journal of Tourism and Cultural Heritage, e-journal (ISSN 1695-7121. www.pasosonline.org) international and multidisciplinary. In the applied field, has done consulting for clustering techniques, institutions and companies, designed research and taught courses in tourism in several countries in Central and South America, and Europe.

**Suman Sharma** is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Tourism and Travel Management, Central University of Himachal Pradesh. His PhD and area of expertise remains in the Destination Branding studies. Besides research interests in Tourism Marketing and Destination Management he is also a keen academician and a trainer in travel and tour operations.
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Gurjit Singh is currently working as Additional Director in DGSE Punjab. He has more than 26 years of administrative and teaching experience. He is doctorate in management (Ph.D.) LLB, M.COM.M.PHILL.B.ED. He is member of various high level school committees of Punjab Government. He has attended many international and national conferences and seminars and publish many papers in national and international journals.

Jagdeep Singh has 21 years of experience in various capacities in different institutions and industries. Presently he is working as Director, Institute of management studies, Bhaddal, and Dean corporate operations & Placement, Bhaddal Technical Campus Ropar. He has a variety of incredible research papers to his credit published in National/International Journals and proceedings of repute. He has also presented 15 papers in International Conferences and attended FDP in reputed Business Schools such as ; IIM-Ahmadabad, IIT- Roorki, IIM-Kozikode, MDI-Gurgaon, BITS- Pilani and Symbiosis, etc.

Anish Slath is working as Assistant Professor in University Institute of Hotel and Tourism Management, Panjab University from the past six years. Prior to that he was associated with Institute of Hotel Management Pusa New Delhi as a faculty, and has hotel industry experience in the field of hospitality sales and marketing.

Alfonso Vargas-Sánchez, PhD in Business Administration, is a Full Professor of Strategic Management at the Spanish University of Huelva. He heads its research group on “Innovation and Development Strategies in Tourist Firms” (GEIDETUR) and has authored a number of papers published in indexed journals, such as Journal of International Food and Agribusiness Marketing; European Journal of Information Systems; Human IT; Journal of High Technology Management Research; Technology Analysis & Strategic Management; International Journal of Case Method Research & Application; Tourism & Management Studies; Journal of Tourism and Development; International Journal of Business Environment; Journal of Travel Research; Annals of Tourism Research; Journal of Sustainable Tourism; Journal of Heritage Tourism; Tourism Management; International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management; Journal of Hospitality Marketing & Management; among others.

Sandeep Walia is Assistant Professor Tourism & Management at Maharaja Agrasen University, Baddi, Himachal Pradesh, India. His area of interest is community based tourism, Rural tourism and Tourism Entrepreneurship. The author is Managing Editor of Tourism Dimensions (An International Refereed Journal) & Editor of Tourism Spectrum (An International Refereed Journal).